II LISBON WORKSHOP GLOBAL ADMINISTRATIVE LAW
UNITY AND DIVERSITY OF GLOBAL ADMINISTRATIVE REGIMES

VENUE: University of Lisbon School of Law

09H00 WELCOME
D. Duarte - FDU/ICDP
R. Tavares Lanceiro - FDU/ICDP

09H15 SESSION I
CHAIR: J. Silva Sampalo - FDU/ICDP
JUDICIAL DEFERENCE AS A PRINCIPLE OF GAL?
THE CASE OF THE WTO
J. H. Fañanaz - Universidade de Luxemburgo
COMMENTATOR: M. Moura e Silva - FDU
THE ROLE OF OECD IN DEVELOPMENT AND ENFORCEMENT OF COMPETITION LAWS
M. Blachucki - Polish Academy of Sciences
COMMENTATOR: M. Sousa Ferro - FDU

11H00 SESSION II
CHAIR: A. Gouveia Martins - FDU/ICDP
THE PLACE OF GOOD ADMINISTRATION AS EFFICIENT AND SOUND ADMINISTRATION IN GAL
M. Asis Pajaronera - FDU/ICDP
COMMENTATOR: M. Savino - IRPA and University of Viterbo La Tuscia
UNLOCKING THE POTENTIAL OF THE INDIVIDUAL DECISIONS OF UN TREATY BODIES
M. Campbell - University of Oxford
COMMENTATOR: M. J. Rangel da Mesquita - FDU/ICDP and Constitutional Court
CONVERGING METHODS OF ADMINISTRATIVE GOVERNANCE AT THE GLOBAL LEVEL - THE ROLE OF CIVIL SOCIETY
G. Sguero - CES Coimbra
COMMENTATOR: L. Vilhena de Freitas - FDU/ICDP

13H15 LUNCH (by invitation only)

14H45 SESSION III
CHAIR: F. Paes Marques - FDU/ICDP
GLOBAL ADMINISTRATIVE LAW AND VOLUNTARY STANDARDS: THE QUEST FOR LEGITIMACY AND ACCOUNTABILITY IN THE PROCEDURES OF STANDARD-SETTING ORGANIZATIONS
O. Kornysheva - Tilburg University
COMMENTATOR: R. Tavares Lanceiro - FDU/ICDP
THE TACIT ACCEPTANCE PROCEDURE: IMO’S SHORTCUT TO INTERNATIONAL LEGISLATION FROM THE GAL PERSPECTIVE
P. de Castro Silva - FDU
COMMENTATOR: F. Loureiro Bastos - FDU/ICDP

16H30 SESSION IV
CHAIR: T. Fidalgo de Freitas - FDU/ICDP, EU
THEORIZING ‘UNIDENTIFIED NORMATIVE OBJECTS’ OF GLOBAL REGULATORY REGIMES
M. Jovanovic - University of Belgrade
COMMENTATOR: A. Gibb - Southampton Law School
UNITY AND DIVERSITY IN THE GLOBAL CONTEXT
E. Macdonald - Edinburgh Law School
COMMENTATOR: J. Devaney - University of Glasgow School of Law

18H00 CLOSING SESSION
J. M. Sérvulo Correia - FDU/ICDP

20H30 DINNER (by invitation only)